Possible mechanisms medium affects hadrochemistry:
[Yu.L.Dokshitzer, S.I.Troyan, Ya.I. Azimov, V.A.Khoze; 1984 -1992 resummation in leading log Q 2 and log(1/x) + angular ordering non-leading single logs of 1/x taken into account energy-momentum conservation
Hadrochemistry of jet quenching at the LHC -p.4/11
MLLA + LPHD
[Yu.L.Dokshitzer, S.I.Troyan, Ya.I.Azimov, V.A. Khoze; 1984 -1992 resummation in leading log Q 2 and log(1/x) + angular ordering non-leading single logs of 1/x taken into account energy-momentum conservation
Hadrochemistry of jet quenching at the LHC -p.4/11 MLLA + LPHD [Yu.L.Dokshitzer, S.I.Troyan, Ya.I.Azimov, V.A.Khoze; 1984 -1992 resummation in leading log Q 2 and log(1/x) + angular ordering non-leading single logs of 1/x taken into account energy-momentum conservation medium enhances parton splitting by factor, e.g.
Hadrochemistry of jet quenching at the LHC -p.5/11 medium enhances parton splitting by factor, e.g.
jet multiplicity distribution softens THE MODEL OF MEDIUM MODIFICATION [N.Borghini, U.A.Wiedemann; 2005 ] medium enhances parton splitting by factor, e.g.
jet multiplicity distribution softens enough to account for the observed suppression of single inclusive spectra LHC spectra expected to be dominated by recombination component up to the momenta higher by 2 GeV w.r.t. RHIC spectra J AA ≡ dN dp med dN dp vac critical momentum varies significantly both with hadron species and with energy protons the least sensitive to the background
